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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements is true regarding a FortiGate device operating in transparent
mode? (Choose three.)
A. It acts as a layer 2 bridge
B. It forwards frames using the destination MAC address.
C. It acts as a layer 3 router
D. It forwards packets using the destination IP address.
E. It can perform content inspection (antivirus, web filtering, etc)
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
R80.10 management server can manage gateways with which versions installed?
A. Versions R75.20 and higher
B. Version R75 and higher
C. Versions R76 and higher
D. Versions R77 and higher
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://dl3.checkpoint.com/paid/88/88e25b652f62aa6f59dc955e34f98d5c/CP_R80.10_ReleaseN
otes.pdf?HashKey=1538443232_ff63052c2c5a68c42c47eae9e15273c8&xtn=.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Amazon DynamoDB
B. Amazon RDS MySQL

C. Amazon Aurora MySQL
D. Amazon Redshift
Answer: D
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